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Introduction
Security has become a broad concern for ProCurve and our customers. To provide communication of security
information about ProCurve products, ProCurve has setup this page for customers to get security information on
our products. This page consists of two types of information: .
http://www.procurve.com/customercare/support/security/
• Security Bulletins: From a security perspective, ITRC is the place to find Security bulletins for all HP products.
What is a security bulletin? Well, a Security Bulletin is the HP standardized way to notify customers of security
defects in HP’s products and detail solutions or workarounds to customers regarding those defects.
• Security Notes: Security Notes, like this one, provide ProCurve customers with security information that does
not require a Security Bulletin or detail security defects. As an example, information such as ‘false positives’
with popular security testing suites may be addressed by a Security Note.
This document will help you to find and subscribe to ProCurve Security Bulletins.

Finding HP ProCurve security bulletins
Registering with HP’s ITRC
In order to locate Security Bulletins for HP Products, we have to go to the ITRC web site (http://www11.itrc.
hp.com/service/home/home.do). If you are not registered as a user, you will need to do that first:
Start by clicking the ‘Register’ Link.
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Enter your info.

Some more to do.
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Click ‘Finish’ when done.

Logging Into HP’s ITRC
Once you’ve registered, you can go to the main ITRC screen.
Click ‘Login’
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Enter in your email address and password from when you registered. Then click “Login Secure Session”

Security Bulletins
Now we’re ready to search for Security Bulletins!
After you’ve logged in, you’ll get the main screen where you’ll click the “Search Knowledge base” link.
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You’ll want to select only “Security Bulletins” and search for “ProCurve”.

The search result shows the Security Bulletins for ProCurve.
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Subscribing to HP ProCurve security bulletins
While searching for Security Bulletins comes in handy from time to time, you’ll really want to subscribe to them
so that you are notified as soon as a Security Bulletin is issued. Let’s start back at the main page after login.
We’ll select “Subscribe to proactive notifications and security bulletins”.

Select “HP General SW”. Don’t worry about the “you’re not signed in” message in the top left .
of the navigation window.
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Select all the operating systems you believe are relevant to ProCurve for your environment.

Enter in more account information. Then click ‘Submit’.

Congratulations! You are now setup to receive emails when a Security Bulletin is issued for ProCurve products.
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Technology for better business outcomes
To learn more, visit www.hp.com/go/procurve
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